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To Hear When Traveling, Get
Smart
Stephen O. Frazier, Hearing Loss Support Specialist
intheloop@juno.co
... the sounds heard when traveling can be part of those
memories with the help of a digital traveling companion
ca ed a smart phone

I've come to agree with Mark Twain when he
remarked that, “Twenty years from now you will
be more disappointed by the things you didn’t do
than by the ones you did do,” so I don't let age or
hearing loss keep me from the grand adventure that
travel can and should be. Like Frank Sinatra, I put
on my vagabond shoes, pack my trusted smart
phone traveling companion, and head out to do another of those things I didn't do before.
As for before, those of a certain age smile when
they hear someone say, “Get Smart.” They remember Maxwell Smart talking into his shoe telephone
on one of their favorite TV shows in the late sixties. Today's telephone technology has moved far
beyond what Max's shoe had to offer, and for people with hearing loss, if they get smart and download some of the great apps now available for
smart phones, they'll face far fewer challenges
when traveling and even in their daily lives, as I've
done.
There are many different Bluetooth devices and
applications that can do many things to help a hard
of hearing traveler but not some others that are
possible only by using a smart phone, hearing aids
with telecoils, and a neckloop. What are telecoils
and neckloops? Telecoils are small copper coils
available in seventy percent of all hearing aid
models offered for sale to residents of the US and

all but one model of cochlear implant (CI) processors. Telecoils act as receivers for silent electromagnetic waves that carry sound generated by a
hearing loop or neckloop. A neckloop is the hard of
hearing person’s version of earphones. Plug it into
a smart phone instead of ear buds and it will silently transmit the sound from the telephone to the
telecoils in hearing aids. If you're hard of hearing,
a neckloop is worth much more than the $50 to $75
it costs and, for travelers, as American Express
used to say, “Don’t leave home without it.”
Speech to Text
When traveling, as well as in everyday life, the
most heavily used and number one smart phone
app in my now highly educated Samsung phone is
Google's Live Transcribe. It converts speech to
text and also identifies some background sounds
and their intensity. I've used it to communicate
with travel agents and with various airport and airline personnel both on the ground and in the air.
I've even used it to hear what others were saying
around the table at a meeting I recently had at
Starbucks and when talking with my doctor, whom
I've nicknamed Doctor Mumbles. Apple offers
Speechy to convert speech to text and it can go one
step further: it can also translate that text into a different language. Touch a link, and voilà: le texte
est en français.
Continued on p. 3
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22 Jan Meeting

January 2022
10:00 AM - Noon On Zoom

As long as COVID high case rates remain, so do restrictions.
We will continue meeting only on Zoom until further notice.
Our Web Page (HearingLossAbq.org) will have updates and
the link to join the Zoom meeting.

Cochlear Implants—What You Need to Know
Speaker: Cami e Dunn, Ph

During the month of November, we had the
wonderful talk by Carolyn Adamski about
her personal experience with binaural
cochlear implants. This month, we welcome
Dr. Camille Dunn, Assistant Professor and
the Director of the Cochlear Implant Program at the University of Iowa. She will give us an update on current Cochlear Implant requirements, steps that need to be taken
after it is determined if you are a candidate and the possible outcomes that patients can expect. Dr. Dunn will be answering the
following questions: What are the current requirements for a
Cochlear Implant candidate? Have they changed recently? Are
they expected to change in the near future? What is the process
for getting a CI? What can one expect from a CI?
Dr. Camille Dunn Joined the Department of Otolaryngology,
Head and Neck Surgery at the University of Iowa in 2003, where
she is an Assistant Professor and the Director of the Cochlear Implant Program. Dr. Dunn holds her Audiology license from the
State of Iowa. She maintains her Certificate of Clinical Competence in Audiology (CCC-A) and is a member of the American
Speech-Language Hearing Association (ASHA) and a Board
member on the American Cochlear Implant Alliance (ACIA).
Please Join us for our January Presentation regarding Cochlear
Implants.
The HLAA ABQ Chapter is always looking for volunteers. You can man a special project. You can help us out for
a few months, or consider a longer-term commitment. “Try
us out” for a month or two. We will provide orientation for
working on a nonprofit board, share our chapter’s mission
and goals, and discuss topics we can use your help with. If
interested, contact any board member (contact info at left),
or use the chapter email hlaabq@gmail.com .
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Personal Sound Amplifier
Next on my list of travel needed apps is a personal sound amplification app. My choice has been
Google's Sound Amplifier. iPhone users can turn
to EarMachine to use their phone as a high-powered, top quality microphone that will “hear” much
better than the mics in their hearing aids. Hearing
aid microphones are really only effective for
sounds coming from six feet or so from those hearing aids. For greater distances, these apps and your
smart phone stretch your reach and let you adjust
the volume up or down as needed. Both apps also
have a fine-tuning feature that lets the user control
which frequencies get boosted, a little or a lot – a
Godsend where the engineer of a public address
system has boosted the bass to make the sound
“better”. One shortcoming: I've found that a good
deal of the background noise may also be picked
up by the app.
Background Sound Reduction
Sometimes either of these apps do pick up too
much background noise, making it difficult to
identify those sounds that make up actual words in
the babel of an airport concourse or a hotel lobby.
Believe it or not, there are apps that get rid of a
good deal of that unwanted sound. They can actually identify the sounds of a person speaking and
reproduce them without reproducing the unwanted
background sounds. Again, using Bluetooth®, earbuds or a neckloop and the telecoil (T-coil) setting
on hearing aids, Chatable can erase most of the
background sound. It identifies the voice of the
person speaking and creates a new audio signal
that sounds almost identical to the original while it
removes the background sounds. Noise Reducer is
a similar Android app and it's also available for the
iPhone.
Watching TV

January 2022

turned on and ambient noise makes it nearly impossible to understand the dialog. Well, the Tunity
app can sometimes solve the problem. Tunity allows users to hear live audio even from distant and
even muted TVs. It identifies a live video stream
and its exact timing, syncing the audio with the
user’s smart phone. Use it at bars, gyms, restaurants, waiting rooms, airports, and even at home.
Hear with your smartphone connected to hearing
aids via Bluetooth or a neckloop/t-coil option.
Point your smartphone’s camera at the TV screen
and Tunity will do the rest. I didn't believe it could
really work 'til I tried it. It took a little practice, but
then it somehow determined exactly where I was
located, what program I was watching and, unbelievably, it provided the actual sound for that program. For us lip readers it even lets us sync the
sound to the lips of the speaker, if they are not already in sync. Available for Android or iPhone devices, some users have reported problems with it
but, for me, it has worked fine.
Safety Alerts
Safety alert apps can be especially welcome
when you're traveling. Sound Alert, available for
both of the smart phone operating systems, hears
the smoke alarm going off in another room when
you don’t. It will alert you via notifications, vibrations, and flashing lights on your smartphone or
tablet when any pre-programmed sound goes off in
the house, such as a smoke alarm or the doorbell.
Also jointly available, My SoS Family connects to
a “first responder” family and friends list you create that keeps them informed in an emergency.
Contacts are alerted instantly via the app, not your
phone. It calls and texts your emergency contacts
using Apple’s Find My Device feature or a similar
Android feature.
Streaming WiFi

WiFi-based streaming audio is becoming more
Long layovers can stretch a hard of hearing
traveler's patience even if there's a nearby TV pro- prevalent in places of worship, sports bars and
viding entertainment. Often the captions are not
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Yearly dues are $15 per household.
They are due in January.
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gyms in this country. It uses a venue's WiFi system
to silently transmit sound directly to your smartphone, IF you have the right app installed. That
app can vary from one venue to another and you
may have to download it there to access their system, but there's one free version that may interest
the hearing as well as the hard of hearing. It's usually found in gyms but could be used elsewhere
and, by having the app installed in your phone, if
you get into such a setting and can't hear what the
speaker is saying, what's on the TV or whatever,
turn it on and see. It may be available on WiFi that
matches your download of MYE Fitness Entertainment that's been integrated into leading health
club mobile apps. It may also be the app used in
sports bars to hear the TV. To hear the audio, you
can use Bluetooth or a neckloop connected to your
smartphone.
Language Translation
Foreign language translation was already mentioned as a feature of the iPhone Speechy app.
There's a plethora of such apps available. My pick
is iTranslate. It and other such apps enable travelers, students, business professionals, employers
and medical staff to read, write and speak in over
100 languages, anywhere in the world. Just start
speaking and iTranslate recognizes your voice and
translates to your desired language. I recently used
it to communicate with an elderly Chinese gentleman in the local oriental supermarket when I found
he did not speak English. It turned out I was in the
Japanese aisle and the Hoisin sauce was in the
Chinese aisle. Next time I'm in Paris I won't need
to seek out an English speaker when I get lost in
the subway. French is one of the many languages
my smart phone speaks almost like a native.
Quiet Places
Last, but not least, on my list of “must have”
apps is SoundPrint – an app that helps you find a
quiet place to relax and talk with your traveling
companion about the new sights and sounds you
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experienced that day. This app has not been around
for a long time, so I was surprised by its length and
variety when I did a search for quiet restaurants in
my home town of Albuquerque the first time and
found a list of over forty quiet to very loud eateries
posted. SoundPrint is a free app available at
Google Play and the App Store. It gives users access to the huge and only public database of sound
levels taken at over one-hundred thousand venues
worldwide. Easy to use, the app is a valuable tool
for finding a quiet restaurant, bar or cafe wherever
you are, based on the ambient sound level experienced by others. It also allows you to rate and review places based on their service in addition to
the sound levels you experienced on your visit
there. Because not all smart phone microphones
are up to the standards necessary to take really accurate sound level readings, the built in sound meter in the app currently only works with certain
Samsung phones. If that's the case, you can still
submit a rating for the place you want to add to the
SoundPrint database by offering a subjective rating
for the sound level such as Quiet, Moderate, Loud
or Very Loud . If that doesn't suit you, you can, as
I've done, download one of the many sound level
meter apps available to take an objective reading
you can use in submitting your evaluation of the
location.
The ancient Chinese philosopher and writer Lao
Tzu said “A journey of a thousand miles must begin with a single step.” That single step can be the
decision not to let hearing loss deprive you of the
opportunity to explore the tremendous variety in
people, places and practices that travel can afford
those brave enough to take that step even with a
serious hearing loss. Travel offers the reward of
being able to experience everyday things as if for
the first time where very little is familiar and much
is waiting to be explored. When memories are
stored to be relived in later years, in addition to the
sights seen, the sounds heard can be part of those
memories with the help of a digital traveling companion called a smart phone.
Go to www.sofnabq.com for more articles by Steve.
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Smith’s Community Rewards Shop at Amazon Smile

You can donate to the AlbuSmith’s with their Rewards card, and Smith’s will querque Chapter of the Hearing Loss Association of
make a donation to HLAA Albuquerque chapter. America every time you make a purchase of most of
the products from Amazon.
You get your usual rewards points.
Go to http://www.hlaabq.com/
Call 1-866-4141 to sign up or re-enroll.
amazonsmile.html for more information and detailed
The HLAAbq NPO number for Smith’s is 14881. instructions on how to designate HLAA-ABQ Chapter
as your charity of choice when you make amazon.com purchases.
Once you have set it up, always log into smile.aLast month, Mary Clark spoke about OTC hearmazon.com
to purchase from amazon. 0.5% of the
ing aids. Here is a blog from HLAA on the same
purchase price is automatically donated to HLAA Altopic:
buquerque Chapter—at no cost to you.

ing situations. OTC devices are intended for
adults with mild to moderate hearing loss and
will be sold online and in retail stores without
Barbara Ke ey, Executive Director, Hearing
the assistance of a hearing care professional.
Loss Association of America and Kate Carr,
They will be distinct from prescription hearing
President, Hearing Industries Association
aids.
3.
Implants: Cochlear implant solutions, or boneThe U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA)
anchored hearing systems, that are designed for
issued draft guidelines for over-the-counter (OTC)
those with severe-to-profound hearing loss.
hearing aids, a first step toward giving Americans
more options to address mild to moderate hearing
loss. When the rule is finalized, adults 18 and older Differences Between OTC and Prescription
will be able to purchase OTC hearing aids online Hearing Aids
Manufacturers will develop new products to
or at retail outlets without a medical exam or fitbring
to the over-the-counter market. Specificating by a hearing care professional. While final
regulations and the first OTC products are still tions about new features are yet to be revealed.
months away, now is an opportune time to educate However, there are some distinct differences to
ourselves on the various types of hearing devices help you determine the best option for you.
1. Self-fit vs. Custom-fit. OTC hearing aids will
that will be available.
be self-fitting and designed for adults with mild
Today there are primarily three types of devices
to moderate hearing loss. Without the support
that provide hearing help:
of a hearing care professional, the price is like1. Sound amplifiers: One-size-fits-all devices,
ly to be lower. While there may be some adcalled PSAPs (personal sound amplification
justable features, it will be up to you to deterproducts), intended for recreational use for inmine your amount of hearing loss and to make
dividuals with no hearing loss that simply
any adjustments. For the first-time user, the
make all environmental sounds louder. These
challenge with self-diagnosis could be that you
are considered hearing “amplifiers” not hearing
won’t necessarily know what you’re missing.
“aids.”
For instance, you may perceive the device is
2. Hearing aids: Medical devices for people with
helping you hear “normally,” but normal for
hearing loss, most frequently prescribed by a
you may mean missing the full spectrum of
hearing health professional and customized to
sounds available. In contrast, prescription hearfit and adjusted to discern sounds in all listen-
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ing aids are customized, meaning a hearing
health professional will test and identify your
level of hearing loss and customize your hearing aids to optimize your hearing.
2. Technology Differences. There is a broad
range of features offered on various hearing
aids. As new products become available, you’ll
want to check the features for the products
you’re considering. For instance:
◦ Do you want rechargeable or replaceable batteries? (Rechargeable batteries may be more
expensive in the short term, but easier to use
and less expensive over time.)
◦ Do you want Bluetooth audio streaming?
(Streaming is helpful when talking on the
phone, watching TV, etc.)
◦ Do you want feedback control, volume control, a directional microphone? (These features allow you some control over the
device.)
◦ Do you want a hearing aid that fits behind the
ear or is placed in the ear? (Behind the ear
may be more comfortable; in the ear may be
more appealing and easier to use).
◦ Do you want a telecoil? (A telecoil allows
you to connect to your telephone or a loop
system that provides direct audio input to
sound in large-area listening situations.)
One thing you do want to know: the trial period
and return terms, no matter what type of device
your purchase.
3. The Price Differential. Check out the price of
your options. When available, OTC products
will likely be less expensive because they may
offer fewer features and they will be sold without the added services of a hearing professional. In contrast, hearing aids from a hearing professional can cost from $1,500 a pair and higher, depending on the technology, features, and
the cost of services from the hearing care pro-
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fessional. Remember to check your insurance
plan. Today, traditional Medicare doesn’t cover
hearing health, but most Medicare Advantage
programs include a hearing benefit as do some
federal and private health insurance plans.
Like other technology you use daily there is an
upfront investment, so to demonstrate the true value, consider the cost per day over the life of the
hearing aid, usually 5 years. For a few dollars a
day, you can stay connected and engaged. Untreated hearing loss is associated with higher total
health care costs in the long run.
Why Bother With Getting Hearing Help?
Most people who have hearing loss ignore the
problem for far too long. According to the National
Institute on Deafness and Other Communication
Disorders, National Institutes of Health, among
adults aged 70 and older with hearing loss who
could benefit from hearing aids, fewer than one in
three (30 percent) has ever used them. Even fewer
younger adults who could benefit from wearing
hearing aids have ever used them.
To be healthy and vibrant, it’s important to take
action when you notice hearing loss. Why? Hearing loss is associated with higher rates of depression, dementia and falls that require hospitalization.
Another problem associated with hearing loss is
isolation. The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated how important staying connected is to our
happiness and wellbeing. Now more than ever,
hearing well is a priority. People should not wait
for OTC hearing devices to be on the market. It’s
important to get your hearing tested now if you
think you have a hearing loss and find out what
your options are.
See the full blog for sources of statistics: https://
www.hearingloss.org/new-hearing-aid-optionsare-coming-in-2022/
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Thanks to those listed below for their generous donations.
Platinum $400
Albuquerque Hearing
and Balanc
Rosaline Cohe
Donald Thur
Adelaide Zabriski
Gold $200 - $39
Stephen O. Frazie
Ginevra Ralp
Michael Lieberma
Erin H. Luha
Jim & Karen Twohi

Silver $100 - $19
Ben Murre
Gloria Inlo
Mike & Barbara
Langner

Hal Beh
Rees & Marilyn Beva
Margie Collin
Norm Dawso
Don Degasper
Carol Emerso
Barbara Fi
Shirley Fure
Andrew “Bo” Gambo
Sophie Garvania
Gene & Sondra Golde
Patricia Gonzále
Linnea Hendrickso
Don Johnso
Roy & Helen Johnso
Richard Johnso
Ralph & Barbara Kapla
Barbara Ker
Richard & Pushpa
Knottenbel

Bronze $50 - $9
Barbara Armstron
Carol Emerso
Kim Granzo
Bette Jean Ingu
James & Sharen Koc
Paul Merrit
Fran Nei
Ira J. Rimso
Rod & Bobbi Rodrígue
Friends - up to $4
Gail S. Anastasi

Dirk Knowle
Richard Kutsche
Victoria L. Magow
Deanna & Bob McMai
James Ogl
Barbara Pierc
Mary J. Raj
Harriet S. Smit
Steve Smit
Ronald Syle
Richard Tuschhof
Mary Tyle
Marge Weitze

Specia
Smith’s Community
Reward
Amazon Smile
Frontstream

NM HLAA chapters are 501(c)3 nonprofits and all donations are tax deductible.
Support the Hearing Loss Association of America (HLAA). Become a member TODAY!
The Hearing Loss Association of America is a volunteer association of Hard of Hearing people, their relatives
and friends. It is a non-pro t, non-sectarian educational organization devoted to the welfare and interest of
those who cannot hear well. Membership in the national organization is by annual dues, which are separate
from the annual Chapter fee paid to your local chapter. National membership includes a subscription to the bimonthly publication Hearing Life

☐ New
☐ Rene

Albuquerque Chapter Membership
Name: …………………………………………………………….………………

Date: ……………………

Address: ……………………………………………………………………………..…………… ☐Please mail Newsletter rather than email.
City: …………………….…………………………………

State: ………… Zip: …………….

Email: ……………………………………………………………………………

Phone(s): …………………………………………
voice? text? VP? caption
Mail to: HLAAAbq Treasurer, P. O. Box36792, Albuquerque, NM 87176
Payment: Membership amount: $……………
Donation: $………………
Dues: $15 per household per calendar year (Includes newsletter subscription

Total: $…………

Online: https://www.hearinglossabq.org/electronic-pay
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P.O.Box 36792, Albuquerque, NM 87176

Meeting
on Zoom

HLAA Albuquerque Chapter Meetings are held at Los Altos Christian Church,
11900 Haines Ave NE, on the 3rd Saturday of the month, Sep-Jun.
Socializing starts at 9:30 am; presentation at 10:00.
The public is cordially invited to attend.

